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PREFACE

This publication is the nineteenth in a series produced by the Institute’s staff through use of
the Institute’s National Automated Accounting Research System (NAARS). Earlier publications
in the series are listed on the inside cover of this publication.
The purpose of the series is to provide interested readers with examples of the application of
technical pronouncements. It is believed that those who are confronted with problems in the
application of pronouncements can benefit from seeing how others apply them in practice.
It is the intention to publish periodically similar compilations of information of current inter
est dealing with aspects of financial reporting.
The examples presented were selected from over eight thousand annual reports stored in the
NAARS computer data base.
This compilation presents only a limited number of examples and is not intended to encom
pass all aspects of the application of the pronouncements covered in this survey. Individuals with
special application problems not illustrated in the survey may arrange for special computer
searches of the NAARS data banks by contacting the Institute.
The views expressed are solely those of the staff.
George Dick
Director, Technical Information Division
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I
SCOPE AND PURPOSE OF THE SURVEY

SPECIAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE REPORT

Many users of financial statements do not understand the separate responsibilities of inde
pendent auditors and corporate managements regarding audited financial statements and errone
ously assume that financial statements are the representations of auditors rather than of man
agement. That lack of understanding was attributed by the Cohen Commission to the fact that, at
present, only the auditor is required to report on the statements. As the Commission noted, “it is
incongruous that the party responsible for the representations does not have to acknowledge its
responsibility and that the only report on the statements may be the auditor’s” (Commission on
Auditors’ Responsibilities, Report, Conclusions and Recommendations, page 76).
To eliminate misunderstanding, the Cohen Commission recommended that management pre
sent a report with the financial statements that acknowledges the responsibility of management
for the statements and also contains other information. The AICPA Special Advisory Committee
on Reports by Management was formed to consider the Cohen Commission’s recommendations
concerning management reports and to develop the suggested content of such a report. Although
the Committee’s conclusions are not binding, its advice is useful to those managements that wish
to include a report by management with their financial statements.
The Special Advisory Committee’s report is reproduced in the Appendix to this survey.
SOURCE OF ILLUSTRATIONS

The writing of a management report on financial statements in accordance with the conclu
sions and recommendations of the Special Advisory Committee on Reports by Management re
quires considerable judgment. A management official who is confronted with problems in applying
the committee’s conclusions and recommendations to write such a report can benefit from learning
how others are applying them in practice. Accordingly, this publication presents extracts from
recently published management reports that illustrate their apparent application.
The AICPA National Automated Accounting Research System (NAARS) was used to com
pile the information. The management reports presented were selected from more than 8,000
published annual reports to shareholders stored in the computer data base.
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II
ILLUSTRATIONS OF INDIVIDUAL TOPICS

The Special Advisory Committee on Reports by Management recommends that an important
topic in a management report be a discussion of management’s responsibility for the financial
statements. As recommended by the committee, management should state that management is
responsible for all the information, whether audited or unaudited, in the annual report to share
holders and for the consistency of information dealing with the same subject matter appearing in
various sections of the annual report. Management should indicate that its responsibility for the
financial statements includes making judgments and estimates and selecting accounting principles
that are in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles appropriate in the circum
stances.
The Special Advisory Committee recommends that the management report also include (1) a
representation on internal control, (2) a description of the composition and duties of the audit
committee, and (3) a description of the role of the independent auditor to express an independent
opinion on the financial statements. Management is encouraged to discuss in the report other
matters related to the financial statements that it believes appropriate.
Eighty-five examples are presented that illustrate different discussions of each of the four
topics in management reports referred to in the preceding paragraphs and additional topics in
apparent accordance with the conclusions and recommendations of the Special Advisory Commit
tee. The examples are classified by topic discussed.
Illustrations of complete reports are included in the Appendix.
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MANAGEMENT'S RESPONSIBILITY FOR FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

BAXTER TRAVENOL LABORATORIES, INC.
Management’s Responsibilities for Financial Reporting
The consolidated financial statements and related information for the years ended December 31,
1978 and 1977 have been prepared by management who are responsible for their integrity and objec
tivity. The statements have been prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting princi
ples and where appropriate, reflect best estimates based on judgments of management. Financial
information included elsewhere in this Annual Report is consistent with that contained in the financial
statements.
••••
THE CHASE MANHATTAN CORPORATION
Report of Management
To the stockholders
Management is responsible for the content of the financial statements included in this annual
report and the information contained in other sections of this annual report, which information is
believed to be consistent with the content of the financial statements. Management believes that the
financial statements have been prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles
appropriate in the circumstances to reflect, in all material respects, the substance of events and
transactions that should be included. The financial statements of necessity reflect Management’s
judgments and estimates as to the effects of events and transactions that are accounted for or
disclosed.
••••
DRESSER INDUSTRIES, INC.
Responsibility for Financial Reporting
The management of the company is responsible for the financial information and representations
contained in the financial statements and other sections of the annual report. Management believes
that the financial statements have been prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles appropriate under the circumstances to reflect in all material respects the substance of
events and transactions that should be included. All of the other financial information in the annual
report is consistent with that in the financial statements. In preparing the financial statements, it is
necessary that management make informed estimates and judgments based on currently available
information of the effects of certain events and transactions.
••••
DUKE POWER COMPANY
Responsibility for Financial Statements
Management is responsible for all the information and representations contained in the financial
statements and other sections of the annual report. The financial statements have been prepared in
conformity with generally accepted accounting principles appropriate in the circumstances to reflect in
all material respects the substance of events and transactions that should be included, and the other
information in the annual report is consistent with those statements. In preparing the financial
statements, management makes informed judgements and estimates of the expected effects of events
and transactions that are currently being reported.
••••
EQUITABLE BAN CORPORATION
Management Responsibility For Financial Statements
The consolidated statements of financial condition, income, changes in stockholders’ equity and
changes in financial position which follow have been prepared in conformity with generally accepted
accounting principles appropriate in the circumstances and are based on our best estimates and
judgements. Financial information elsewhere in this Annual Report is consistent with the data pre
sented in these statements.
We acknowledge our responsibility for the integrity and objectivity of published financial data.
••••
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GENERAL PORTLAND INC.

Management’s Responsibility for Financial Reporting
General Portland’s policy has been to ensure the integrity of its financial reporting through the
use of conservative accounting policies and an effective system of internal controls. The consolidated
financial statements on the accompanying pages have been prepared by management in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles and as such include amounts based on judgements and
estimates made by management. The manner of presentation and reliability of the financial informa
tion are the responsibility of management. All of the financial information in this Annual Report is
consistent with that in the consolidated financial statements.
••••
HOOVER UNIVERSAL INC.
Report of Management
The consolidated financial statements of Hoover Universal, Inc. for the years ended July 31, 1978
and 1977, together with the other financial information included herein, were prepared by the man
agement.
The primary responsibility for the integrity of the consolidated financial statements and the other
financial information included in this report rests with management. The consolidated financial
statements have been prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles appropri
ate in the circumstances and of necessity, include certain amounts which are based on our best
estimates and judgments. The other financial information included herein is consistent with that in the
consolidated financial statements. The report of [name omitted], the Company’s independent accoun
tants engaged to examine the consolidated financial statements, is included on page 21.
••••
KENNECOTT COPPER CORPORATION
Management’s Report
To the Stockholders of Kennecott Copper Corporation:
The balance sheet of Kennecott Copper Corporation and Subsidiaries as of December 31, 1978 and
1977 and the related consolidated statements of income, retained earnings and changes in financial
position for the years then ended were prepared by the Company’s management in conformance with
generally accepted accounting principles appropriate in the circumstances applied on a consistent
basis.
Management is responsible for the fairness of the financial statements, which include some
amounts based upon judgments. Other financial information in the Annual Report is consistent with
that in the financial statements.
••••
OGDEN CORPORATION
Report of Management
Ogden’s management is responsible for the information and representations contained in this
annual report. Management believes that the financial statements have been prepared in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles appropriate in the circumstances to reflect in all mate
rial respects the substance of events and transactions that should be included and that the other
information in the annual report is consistent with those statements. In preparing the financial
statements, management makes informed judgments and estimates of the expected effects of events
and transactions currently being accounted for.
••••
PPG INDUSTRIES INC.
Management Statement
Responsibility for Preparation of the Financial Statements
The management of PPG Industries, Inc. is responsible for the preparation of the consolidated
financial statements included in this Annual Report. In carrying out this responsibility, we have
ensured that the financial statements were prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting
principles and that these principles were applied consistently. Management also furnished the esti
mates and judgments on which the accounting process, in many instances, must rely, and we believe
the estimates and judgments used in preparing these financial statements are reasonable and appro
priate.

••••
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Based on the controls we have described, we believe the financial statements and related notes in
this report are accurate in all material respects and that they were prepared according to appropriate
and generally accepted accounting principles. We believe, further, that the other financial information
contained in this Annual Report is consistent with the financial statements.
SEALED POWER CORPORATION
Report of Management
To the Stockholders of Sealed Power Corporation
We have prepared the consolidated financial statements included herein for the years ended
December 31, 1978 and 1977. These statements have been prepared in conformity with generally
accepted accounting principles appropriate in the circumstances and include some amounts that are
based on our best estimates and judgments. All other financial information included herein is consis
tent with the consolidated financial statements.
The primary responsibility for the integrity of the financial information included herein rests with
management.
••••

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORPORATION
Report of Management
The Corporation has prepared the consolidated financial statements and related financial informa
tion included in this report. Management has the primary responsibility for the integrity of the
financial statements and other financial information included and for ascertaining that the data accu
rately reflect the financial position and results of operations of the Corporation. The financial
statements were prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles appropriate in
the circumstances, and necessarily include amounts that are based on best estimates and judgments
with appropriate consideration to materiality. Financial information included elsewhere in this annual
report is consistent with the financial statements.
• • • •

INTERNAL ACCOUNTING CONTROLS

ALABAMA BAN CORPORATION
Management Report
• • • •

System of Internal Control
Management maintains, in its judgment, a highly developed system of planning, reporting and
internal control, including an extensive program of internal audits. We seek to ensure the integrity of
our business dealings, including accounting and reporting systems, by careful selection of managers,
by an organizational structure which provides a proper system of checks and balances, and by pro
grams of communication aimed at assuring that our policies, procedures and standards are understood
throughout the organization. Management seeks to create and maintain internal control systems
which are sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from
unauthorized use or disposition, that financial and other records are reliable for preparing financial
statements and regulatory reports, and that accountability for assets is maintained. In establishing
internal controls, Management weighs the cost of such systems against the benefits derived. Man
agement believes that these controls provide reasonable assurance that errors or irregularities that
could be material are either prevented or detected within a timely period by employees in the normal
course of performing their assigned functions.
Controls in Corporate Operations
The assessment of affiliate performance is continual. As part of the internal control process,
senior management of the holding company and each affiliate annually review that affiliate’s financial
performance for the past year and its plans for the year ahead. This review also considers a broad
range of topics including compliance with internal control standards; manpower plans and manage
ment succession; quality and level of services provided by the holding company and lead bank, The
First National Bank of Birmingham, to the affiliate; long-range plans and projections; and other issues
as appropriate. This formal review helps to ensure consistent understanding of the goals and policies
of the Corporation and focuses Management’s attention on specific short-range concerns.
6

The planning process is an important part of our overall system of internal control. It encom
passes marketing, capital expenditure, manpower and management development plans, as well as
annual budgets, five-year financial projections, ten-year capital adequacy projections, and holding
company long-range capital funding requirements. We emphasize the importance of the planning
process at the affiliate and corporate level and the involvement of senior management in this process.
The lead bank and our larger affiliates have performed credit administration-loan review func
tions on a formal basis for some time. On request from Management, the lead bank staff has been
available to provide in-depth credit expertise and loan review to other affiliates as well. The growth of
loan portfolios and our complex regulatory and legislative environment have made it apparent that in
order to maintain responsible levels of management control, full-time credit administration and loan
review coverage need to be available system-wide. Therefore, in late 1978, the Executive Committee
of the Board of Directors approved formation of a Credit Administration Department in the holding
company. Formation of this new department is intended to provide affiliate and holding company
management with an additional resource to help ensure continued prudent lending practices and thus
protect our affiliates’ largest earning asset.
As part of the system of internal control, we have written and published several manuals such as
Operating Policies and Procedures, which guides the Corporation, and the Corporate Accounting
Manual, which promotes consistency in the recording of financial transactions. To support the account
ing controls, we have a standard chart of accounts, and a uniform, computerized accounting system for
all affiliates.
The Systems and Procedures Department serves in a consulting capacity with respect to de
velopment, implementation, analysis and improvement of operating systems. The Department helps
to ensure the efficient utilization of financial, personnel and equipment resources and to enhance the
integrity of operating systems and procedures.
A principal objective of the Internal Audit Department is to review the system of internal control
and its function. The professional staff of experienced auditors helps to maintain sound, effective
operations and practices. Major areas within each affiliate are audited at least once every 15 months,
while other areas of lesser exposure are audited on a slightly less frequent schedule. The Internal
Auditors work with development groups from the inception of projects to assure that proper controls
are built into new and revised systems.
The Audit Department heavily emphasizes professional education and development. Our senior
auditors are well recognized within their profession for their competence and leadership. Most of the
staff are working toward professional certification, and the Department routinely conducts formal
training in the latest professional techniques and developments. The Department publishes an inter
nal Newsletter which discusses principles and techniques of internal control and common problems
found in control systems. Our Independent Auditors evaluate the Department annually as part of
their audit, and the various bank examiners also review our audit activities during bank examinations.
The Corporation’s objective is to conduct its operations in full compliance with regulations and our
own internal standards which, in many cases, are even stricter than those commonly found within the
industry. This commitment led to the development of a Statement of Responsibilities published in
December, 1976, and all officers, directors and employees are governed by this Statement.
The Legal Department serves as an internal control in a number of ways. It monitors compliance
with the Statement of Responsibilities mentioned above. It assists other holding company depart
ments in legal aspects of their work, particularly the Audit and Systems and Procedures Depart
ments. In addition, the Legal Department assists affiliates and their counsel in complying with the
multitude of laws and regulations governing banking.
Controls through Organizational Structure
Committees of Management and of the Board of Directors help ensure proper internal control by
establishing and maintaining consistent communication of corporate policies and procedures.
Management Committees
The Policy and Planning Committee functions as the overall policy committee for the Corporation.
It serves as the originating and review group for the development of corporate policy and corporate
planning and serves as the overall coordinating group in the planning of corporate-wide services. The
Committee consists of executive officers of the holding company and lead bank and the chief executive
officers of the larger affiliates.
The Management Committee is composed of the chief executive officer of each affiliate and
holding company executive officers. Additional officers and staff attend meetings to discuss specific
topics. The Committee continually reviews operating policies and procedures within the system and
recommends improvements as necessary. The Committee also provides a forum for communications,
with an expanded group of affiliate senior management attending meetings held each spring and fall.
Another function is to provide all affiliates a means of critiquing the services provided by the holding
7

company and the lead bank to ensure that services are responsive to the needs of the affiliate system.
There are additional committees at the holding company, lead bank and affiliate level which add to
this overall system of internal control and communication. These include committees to coordinate
activities in the areas of trust services, marketing, operations and data processing support, personnel,
risk management and affiliate investments and liquidity.
Committees of the Board of Directors
The Executive Committee of the Board of Directors exercises the authority of the Board between
regular Board meetings. There are six non-officer directors as members with two alternates, and the
chairman and vice chairmen are ex officio members. The members rotate to ensure both continuity
and fresh outlook.
The Personnel and Staff Benefits Committee reviews benefit plans for competitiveness and cost
effectiveness and reviews the compensation of the senior officer group. This ensures that performance
criteria are uniformly established and administered and that the performance of the senior officers in
each affiliate is reviewed on a basis consistent with the Corporation’s overall goals and policies.
The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors has been in operation since the early stages of
holding company operation. This Committee ensures that overall audit coverage of the Corporation
and affiliates is both satisfactory and appropriate to protect shareholders and customers from undue
risk. Another important function is to ensure that the system of internal control is adequate and
effectively implemented throughout the Corporation. The Audit Committee has received favorable
recognition within the Audit profession because of its methods of operation and its active involvement
in the affairs of the Corporation. It consists exclusively of five non-officer directors and meets at least
four times a year. Members serve terms of three years with staggered rotation.
The Audit Committee meets with Management, Independent Auditors, and Internal Auditors to
review the work of each and to ensure that each is properly discharging its responsibilities. The
Independent Auditors and Internal Auditors have full access to the Committee and meet with it, with
and without Management’s presence, to discuss any and all appropriate matters including internal
control and the quality of financial reporting. The Committee receives and reviews copies of all audit
reports and regulatory examinations. The Internal Auditors are under the direct supervision of the
Committee, and the Independent Auditors report their findings directly to the Committee.
In addition to the Corporate Audit Committee, each affiliate has an audit committee composed
only of non-officer directors. Seminars are held every two years for corporate and affiliate audit
committee members to discuss their responsibilities, methods of operation and what they should
expect from the Internal Auditors, Independent Auditors and from Management. Each affiliate audit
committee meets with the Internal Auditors to review the audit reports on its affiliate.
The Directors’ Study Committee is not a standing commmittee, although it has existed for several
years. It serves as a vehicle for study and recommendations on a variety of matters affecting the
composition and more efficient organization of the Board of Directors. In early 1979, four members of
this Committee were appointed to serve as a nominating committee and it will be Management’s
recommendation to the Board to make this a standing committee at the organizational Board meeting
following the annual shareholders’ meeting in April.
Each affiliate has this same basic committee structure as well as other committees. There are
over 175 directors involved in the direction and control of the consolidated operations of the Corpora
tion.
• • • •

AMERICAN HOSPITAL SUPPLY CORPORATION
Management’s Responsibility
••••
Management maintains a system of internal accounting control designed to provide reasonable
assurance that American’s assets are safeguarded and that transactions are executed and recorded in
accordance with established procedures. Although errors and irregularities may occur, the controls
provide reasonable assurance that material errors will be prevented or quickly detected. This system
is reviewed during the year as part of American’s internal and independent audit programs.
••••
ANCHOR HOCKING CORPORATION
Statement of Management Responsibility

••••
The accounting systems Anchor Hocking has established and maintained are supported by ade
quate internal controls augmented by written policies, internal audits and training of qualified person
nel.

••••
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ASHLAND OIL, INC.

Responsibilities for Financial Statements

••••

To gather and control financial data, Ashland establishes and maintains accounting systems
adequately supported by internal controls. Management believes that a high level of internal control is
maintained by the selection and training of qualified personnel, by the establishment and communica
tion of accounting and business policies and by internal audits.
••••
BANKAMERICA CORPORATION
Management’s Commentary on Financial Statements
••••
In the opinion of management, the information herein is fairly stated and, to that end, procedures
are maintained which are designed to produce reliable accounting records, supported by a system of
adequate internal controls. These procedures include formal delegations of authority; maintenance of a
financial planning system; internal auditing and credit examination functions; a corporate code of
conduct; quality standards in hiring and training of employees; and issuance of standard practice
manuals and guides.
••••
BUCKEYE INTERNATIONAL, INC.
Responsibilities for Preparation of Financial Statements
••••
The Corporation maintains an accounting system and related controls that we believe are ample
to provide reasonable assurance that financial records are reliable for the preparation of financial
statements and maintaining asset accountability. The Corporation strives to attain a level of confi
dence in its systems and controls by the careful selection and training of qualified personnel, communi
cation of established policies and procedures and a program of internal audits and appropriate man
agement follow-up. The adequacy of the accounting control systems are related by management to the
cost of the systems and the benefits derived from same. The balance of these factors requires man
agement estimates and judgement.
••••
CHAMPION SPARK PLUG COMPANY
Management Responsibility for Financial Statements
••••
The Company maintains accounting and other control systems which management believes pro
vide reasonable assurance that financial records are reliable for purposes of preparing financial
statements and that assets are properly safeguarded and accounted for. Underlying this concept of
reasonable assurance, is the premise that the cost of control should not exceed the benefits derived
from control.
••••
DEKALB AgResearch, INC.
Responsibilities for Financial Statements

••••
Management maintains what it believes to be an adequate system of internal controls and sup
ports a program of internal audits. More fundamentally, the Company seeks to assure objectivity and
integrity of its accounts by its selection of qualified personnel, by organizational arrangements that
provide an appropriate division of responsibility and by communicating its policies and standards
throughout the organization.
••••

THE DOW CHEMICAL COMPANY
Management’s Statement of Responsibility for Financial Statements
••••
Established accounting procedures, implemented by qualified personnel are designed to provide
accurate books, records and accounts which fairly reflect the transactions of the Company. Internal
control procedures, monitored by an internal audit staff, give assurance that transactions are exe
cuted in accordance with management’s authorization and that adequate accountability for the Com
pany assets is maintained.

••••
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DRAVO CORPORATION
Financial Responsibility

••••

Management maintains a strong system of internal control aimed at ensuring effective and effi
cient utilization of the company’s assets, the accuracy and integrity of its financial records and fair
reporting of its financial position and results of operations. The company applies high standards in
selection, training and development of financial personnel, supports a broad program of internal
audits, including international activities, and maintains a system of financial policies and guidelines.
••••
EX-CELL-O CORPORATION
Statement of Responsibility

••••
The Company maintains a system of internal accounting controls to provide that transactions are
authorized, recorded as executed, and that assets are safeguarded. Based on the recognition that the
cost of installation and maintenance of a system should not exceed the benefits expected to be derived,
there are inherent limits to the effectiveness of all systems of internal accounting control. The evalua
tion of these cost/benefit factors requires estimates and judgments by management.
The Ex-Cell-0 system of internal accounting control includes a division of responsibilities, a
comprehensive audit program and formal Corporate policies and procedures consistent with high
standards of accounting and administrative practices.
••••

FEDERAL-MOGUL CORPORATION
Report of Management
• • • •

Federal-Mogul maintains a strong system of internal controls supplemented by written policies
and standards, careful selection and training of qualified personnel, and an extensive internal audit
program. All these measures, the cost of which are balanced against the benefits that may reasonably
be expected therefrom, are designed to prevent significant misuse of Company assets or mis
statements of financial reports and to assure that our business is conducted in accordance with our
Code of Conduct.
••••
We believe that the internal control system of the Company, combined with the review activities
of the internal and independent auditors and the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors, provides
reasonable assurance to you of the integrity of our financial reporting.
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY
Statement of Financial Reporting Responsibility
••••
The Company maintains systems of internal accounting controls and procedures to provide rea
sonable assurance that all transactions are properly recorded in the books and records, that policies
and procedures are adhered to and that assets are protected from unauthorized use. The degree of
internal control is determined by the optimum balance between the costs incurred and the benefits
derived. The systems of internal accounting controls are supported by written policies and guidelines
and are complemented by a staff of internal auditors who conduct extensive internal audits and by the
selection, training and development of professional financial managers.
••••
JOHNS-MANVILLE CORPORATION
Management’s Report

••••
Johns-Manville maintains internal control systems to provide reliable financial information for the
preparation of financial statements, to safeguard assets against loss or unauthorized use and to ensure
proper authorization and accounting for all transactions. Management is responsible for maintenance
of these systems, which is accomplished through communication of established written codes of con
duct, systems, policies and procedures; employee training; and appropriate delegation of authority
and segregation of responsibilities. To further ensure compliance with established standards and
procedures, the Company maintains a substantial program of internal audits. Management believes
that existing internal control systems are adequate in achieving the Company’s objectives.
••••
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THE MAY DEPARTMENT STORES COMPANY
Report of Management
••••

Management maintains a system of accounting and controls, including an internal audit program,
to provide reasonable assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or
disposition and that accounting records provide a reliable basis for the preparation of financial
statements. The system of controls includes the careful selection of people, a division of respon
sibilities and the application of formal policies and procedures that are consistent with high standards
of accounting and administrative practices. An important element of the system is a continuing and
extensive internal audit program.
Management continually reviews, modifies and improves its systems of accounting and controls in
response to changes in business conditions and operations and to recommendations in the reports
prepared by the independent public accountants and the internal auditors. Management believes that
the accounting and control systems provide reasonable assurance that assets are safeguarded and
financial information is reliable.
••••

McCORMICK & COMPANY INCORPORATED
Management's Statement of Responsibility
• • • •

The Companies maintain accounting systems and related controls, communicate necessary poli
cies and procedures, and select and train highly qualified personnel in order to provide reasonable
assurance that the financial records are reliable for preparing financial statements, providing appro
priate information for management of the business and maintaining accountability for assets. Due
regard has been given to the necessary balance between the costs of all systems of internal control and
the benefits derived.
MINNESOTA MINING AND MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Management’s Report
••••

Accounting procedures and related systems of internal control have been established to assure
that the books and records reflect the transactions of the Company and that established policies and
procedures are properly implemented by qualified personnel. An active internal auditing department
performs an integral role in the fulfillment of these responsibilities.
••••

SEALED POWER CORPORATION
Report of Management
• • • •

In fulfilling this responsibility the Company maintains a system of internal accounting controls
and procedures, supplemented by an internal audit staff. Management believes that these controls and
procedures are adequate to provide reasonable assurance that assets are safeguarded from loss or
unauthorized use and to produce adequate records for the preparation of statements which present
fairly the consolidated financial position, changes in financial position and results of operations of the
Company and its subsidiaries.
••••

VULCAN MATERIALS COMPANY
Responsibilities for Financial Reporting and Internal Control
••••

Management supports an extensive program of internal audits designed to monitor and ensure
compliance with established policies and procedures. Independently of, but in coordination with, the
activities of our independent auditors, the internal auditors usually audit all plant locations every two
years and major facilities and offices annually.
••••

We believe that the company’s accounting and other controls provide reasonable assurance that
errors or irregularities that could be material to the financial statements are prevented or would be
detected within a timely period by employees in the normal course of performing their assigned
functions.
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WASHINGTON STEEL CORPORATION
Management’s Report
••••

The Company maintains an accounting system and related controls that it believes are sufficient
to provide reasonable assurances that the financial records are reliable for preparing financial
statements and maintaining accountability. There are limits inherent in any system of internal control
based on the recognition that the cost of such a system should not exceed the benefits to be derived.
We believe the Company’s system provides this appropriate balance.
••••

WHITE MOTOR CORPORATION
Management Responsibility for Financial Statements
Management of the Corporation is responsible for the integrity and objectivity of financial
statements. Fulfilling this responsibility, management maintains a well defined system of internal
control and an extensive program of internal audit to provide reasonable assurance that assets are
safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition and that financial records are reliable for
preparing financial statements and maintaining accountability for assets. The extent of the system of
internal control recognizes that the cost should not exceed the benefits derived and that the evaluation
of those factors requires estimates and judgments by management. The Corporation further seeks to
assure the quality of its reporting by careful selection of its managers, by organization structures that
provide an appropriate division of responsibility and by communicating accounting and business
policies and procedures throughout the organization.
••••

ROLE OF THE INDEPENDENT AUDITOR

AETNA LIFE AND CASUALTY COMPANY
Preparation of Financial Statements
• • • •

The Company currently engages, with the approval of the Company’s shareholders, the firm
[name omitted] as independent auditors, to examine Aetna Life & Casualty’s financial statements and
express their opinion thereon. The examinations of [name omitted] includes reviews and tests of the
Company’s internal accounting controls to the extent they believe necessary to determine and conduct
the audit procedures which support their opinion. Members of that firm also have the right of full
access to each member of management in conducting that examination. The report of [name omitted]
appears below.
• • • •

ALLIED CHEMICAL CORPORATION
Statement of Management’s Responsibility for Financial Statements
• • • •

The Company’s independent accountants, [name omitted], have been engaged to render an opinion
on the consolidated financial statements. As accountants, they also provide an objective, outside
review of management’s responsibility to report operating results and financial condition. Working
with our internal auditors, they review and make tests as appropriate of the data included in the
financial statements.
• • • •

AMERICAN HOSPITAL SUPPLY CORPORATION
Management’s Responsibility
9999

The corporation’s independent auditors, [name omitted], were engaged by the directors to express
an opinion on American’s financial statements. Their opinion is based on procedures which they
believe to be sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that the financial statements are not mislead
ing and do not contain material errors.
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THE BOEING COMPANY
Responsibility for Financial Statements
••••

The financial statements have been audited by [name omitted], Certified Public Accountants,
whose appointment was ratified by stockholder vote at the annual stockholders’ meeting. The accoun
tants’ report expresses an informed judgment as to whether management’s financial statements,
considered in their entirety, present fairly in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles
the Company’s financial condition and results of operations. Their examination was conducted in
accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and included a review of internal controls,
tests and other procedures necessary to provide reasonable assurance that the financial statements
are not materially misleading and do not contain material errors.
• • • •

DRAVO CORPORATION
Financial Responsibility
• • • •

The company’s financial statements are audited by the independent public accountants, [name
omitted], who also conduct a review of internal controls to the extent required by generally accepted
auditing standards; their activities are coordinated with corporate internal audit programs.
EQUIMARK CORPORATION
Responsibility for Financial Statements

••••
[Name omitted], independent accountants, have examined the financial statements of Equimark
Corporation for the years ended December 31, 1978 and 1977, and their report is included herein. The
independent accountants met with the Audit Committee and the Board of Directors to discuss the
results of their examination and presented their views with respect to the adequacy of internal
accounting controls and external financial reporting of the Corporation.
• • • •

FEDERAL NATIONAL MORTGAGE ASSOCIATION
Report of Management
••••
The examination by [name omitted] of the corporation’s financial statements is made in accor
dance with generally accepted auditing standards, including study and evaluation of the corporation’s
internal accounting controls, for the purpose of expressing their opinion on the financial statements
which appears on page 31.
THE FIRESTONE TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY
Management Responsibility for Financial Statements
••••
The accompanying financial statements have been examined by [name omitted], independent
certified public accountants, and their report follows.
GENERAL PORTLAND INC.
Management's Responsibility for Financial Reporting
••••
The consolidated financial statements of General Portland Inc. and subsidiaries have been exam
ined by the company’s independent auditors, [name omitted]. Their report, shown on this page, is
based on procedures believed by them to be sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that the
financial statements present fairly the financial position of the company and its subsidiaries as of
December 31, 1978 and 1977 and the results of their operations and the changes in their financial
position for the years then ended.
• • • •

THE GREYHOUND CORPORATION
Responsibility for Financial Reporting
• • • •

[Name omitted] has examined the financial statements. To express their accompanying opinion
thereon they review and evaluate Greyhound’s internal accounting controls and conduct such tests and
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other procedures as they deem necessary. The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors regularly
meets with representatives of management, the internal auditors and, jointly and separately, with
the independent accountants to review accounting, auditing and financial reporting matters.
LIBERTY NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Management Report on Consolidated Financial Statements
• • • •

In addition, an annual examination is conducted by an independent public accounting firm in
accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. The internal and external auditors frequently
work together and provide the Company with an effective auditing function.
STERLING DRUG INC.
Report of Management
9 999

[Name omitted], independent accountants, are engaged to examine the financial statements of
Sterling Drug Inc. and its subsidiaries and issue reports thereon. Their examination is conducted in
accordance with generally accepted auditing standards and includes a review of internal controls and a
limited test of transactions.
• • • •

WESTERN GEAR CORPORATION
Responsibilities for Integrity of Financial Data
9999

[Name omitted], certified public accountants, render an opinion on our consolidated financial
statements in the Auditors’ Report on Page 20. This opinion is based on an examination of our
consolidated financial statements in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. These
standards provide for a review of the internal control systems for purposes of determining the scope of
the auditors examination.
• • • •

AUDIT COMMITTEE COMPOSITION AND DUTIES

ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA
Report of Management to the Shareholders of Alcoa
9 999

The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors, composed solely of directors who are not officers
or employees, meets regularly with management, with the company’s internal auditors, and with its
independent certified public accountants, to discuss their evaluation of internal accounting controls
and the quality of financial reporting. The independent auditors and the internal auditors have free
access to the Audit Committee, without management’s presence, to discuss the results of their audits.
• • • •

ATLANTIC RICHFIELD COMPANY

9999

The Company has had an Audit Committee of the Board of Directors for more than ten years. The
Committee currently consists exclusively of outside directors of the Company and meets as required
but at a minimum of three times a year. The Committee has been established for the general purpose
of satisfying itself as to the integrity of the Company’s accounting and financial reporting, maintaining
strong external and internal audit functions, and continuously emphasizing the need for sound internal
financial controls. Annually the Committee also approves the extent of non-audit services provided by
the independent auditors, giving due consideration to the impact of such services on auditor indepen
dence. The independent accountants and the internal auditors have full and free access to the Audit
Committee and meet with it, with and without management being present, to discuss any and all
appropriate matters.
AYDIN CORPORATION
Audit Committee
In September 1978, Aydin established an audit committee of the Board of Directors comprised of
non-management directors.
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The audit committee has the following powers and duties to: (1) approve the appointment of the
independent auditors; (2) meet with the independent auditors to discuss the scope of their subsequent
audit, review the financial statements before or after publication, and review the independent au
ditors’ management letter; (3) meet with the Company’s financial officer to discuss the implementation
of the independent auditors’ recommendations; (4) review and discuss with the Company’s financial
officer the results of the internal audits performed by the Company; (5) review the chief executive
officer’s expense accounts; and (6) review and approve the types of professional services rendered by
the independent auditors.
Aydin’s audit committee intends to meet with the independent auditors a minimum of three times
during the year. The audit committee has direct access to the financial officer of the Company.
CIT FINANCIAL CORPORATION
Statement of Responsibility for Financial Data
• • • •

The Board of Directors has an Audit Committee composed of five independent directors which
meets periodically during the year. An important function of the Audit Committee is to meet with
[name omitted], the Internal Audit Manager of the Corporation and management of the Corporation to
ensure that the system of internal accounting control is being properly administered and that financial
data are being properly reported. To ensure complete independence, the Audit Committee also meets
privately with [name omitted] and the Internal Audit Manager without members of management
present.
THE CONTINENTAL GROUP INC.
Management's Report
• • • •

The Audit Committee, composed of outside directors, meets with management, the internal
auditors and the independent public accountants a minimum of three times each year to review
pertinent auditing and financial reporting matters and ensure that each is properly discharging its
responsibilities. The auditors have free access to this committee, without management present, to
discuss the results of their audits and their opinions on the adequacy of internal accounting controls
and the quality of our financial reporting.
COPPERWELD CORPORATION
Management Responsibility for Financial Statements
••••
The Board of Directors, acting through its Audit Committee composed solely of outside directors,
is responsible for determining that management fulfills its responsibilities in the preparation of finan
cial statements and financial control of operations. The Audit Committee selects the independent
public accountants subject to ratification by the shareholders. It meets regularly with management,
the internal auditors, and the independent accountants. The independent accountants have full and
free access to the Audit Committee and meet with it to discuss their audit work, the Company’s
internal controls and financial reporting matters.
CPC INTERNATIONAL INC.
Responsibilities For Financial Statements

••••
The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors, composed entirely of non-employee directors,
meets periodically with both management and the independent accountants to discuss the scope of the
annual audit, interim reviews, internal control, internal auditing, and financial reporting matters.
[Name omitted] has direct access to the Audit Committee.

DIAMOND SHAMROCK CORPORATION
Report of the Company

••••
•
The Board of Directors pursues its oversight role for the Consolidated Financial Statements
through the Audit Committee which is composed solely of directors who are not officers or employees
of the Company. The Audit Committee meets with the Company’s financial management and opera
tions auditors periodically to review the work of each and to monitor the discharge of each of their
responsibilities. The Audit Committee also meets periodically with the Company’s independent ac
countants, who have free access to the Audit Committee without representatives of the Company
present, to discuss internal accounting controls, auditing, and financial reporting matters.
••••
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EQUIMARK CORPORATION
Responsibility for Financial Statements
••••

The Board of Directors, with the assistance of its Audit Committee, monitors the financial and
accounting operations of the Corporation, including the review and discussion of periodic financial
information, the internal audit function and the scope of examination and subsequent reporting by the
Corporation’s independent accountants.
••••

EX-CELL-O CORPORATION
Statement of Responsibility
••••

The Board of Directors, through the Audit Committee composed solely of outside Directors, is
responsible for determining that management fulfills its responsibilities in the preparation of financial
statements and the financial control of operations. The Audit Committee recommends the indepen
dent auditors to the Board of Directors for nomination to the shareholders. The Committee meets
regularly with management, the independent and the internal auditors, approves the scope of the
audits and the fee arrangements, and reviews the audit reports and findings.
KENNECOTT COPPER CORPORATION
Management’s Report
••••

The Board of Directors, through its Audit and Finance Committees, monitors the financial and
accounting operations of the Company, including the review and discussion of periodic financial
statements, the review and approval of major changes in accounting policies, the review and approval
of financing and banking activities and the recommendation of engagement of independent public
accountants.
••••

The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors met with the auditors and management repre
sentatives both jointly and separately. Matters discussed included the scope and major findings of the
auditors’ examination, recent and prospective opinions of the Financial Accounting Standards Board
and their impact on the Company, the adequacy of the system of internal control, the quality and
depth of the staffing of the Company’s accounting and financial departments and the quality of the
financial reporting of the Company.
MONSANTO COMPANY
Responsibilities for Integrity of Financial Data
••••

The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors is responsible for reviewing and monitoring the
Company’s financial reports and accounting practices to ascertain that they are within acceptable
limits of sound practice in such matters. The membership of the Committee consists of three non
employee directors. At periodic meetings, the Audit Committee discusses audit and financial report
ing matters with representatives of financial management, the internal audit function and [name
omitted]. In order to ensure complete independence, the certified public accountants and the director
of the internal audit function have full and free access to meet with the Audit Committee—with or
without the presence of management representatives—to discuss the results of their examinations,
the adequacy of internal accounting controls and the quality of financial reporting.
PONDEROSA SYSTEM, INC.
Financial Statements
••••

The Board of Directors, through the Audit Committe of the Board, is responsible for assuring
that management fulfills its responsibilities in the preparation of the financial statements. The Com
mittee reviews the scope of the audits and the accounting principles to be applied in financial report
ing. The Audit Committee meets regularly (separately and jointly) with the independent public
accountants, representatives of management, and the internal auditors to review the activities of each
and to ensure that each is properly discharging its responsibilities.
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SCOTT PAPER COMPANY
Report of Management
••••

The Company’s Board of Directors has had an Audit Committee composed solely of outside
directors since 1969. This Committee reviews the Company’s accounting controls and policies as well
as its practices in financial reporting to shareholders and the public. It meets on a timely basis with the
internal auditors, the independent accountants and management to review their work and to ensure
that each is properly fulfilling its responsibilities. In addition, the independent accountants meet
periodically with the Committee, without management present, to discuss the results of their audit
work and related matters.
••••

TRW INC.
Report of Management
••••

The Directors of TRW have an audit committee comprised of four outside directors. The commit
tee meets regularly with representatives of [name omitted] and management, and has full access to the
Company’s internal audit staff, to review, among other things, the scope and results of the annual
audit of the financial statements, the Company’s internal auditing activities, and the system of inter
nal accounting control. The audit committee also meets with the independent auditors, without man
agement present, to discuss appropriate matters.
MISCELLANEOUS DISCLOSURES

REFERENCE TO SEPARATE REPORT OF AUDIT COMMITTEE
CITICORP
Financial Reporting Responsibility
••••

The accounting policies and system of internal accounting controls are under the general over
sight of the Citicorp and Citibank Boards of Directors, acting through the Accounting, Audit and
Examining Committees described on page 18. These committees are comprised entirely of directors
who are not officers or employees of Citicorp. The Comptroller of Citicorp, who reports directly to the
Board of Directors, conducts an extensive program of audits and risk asset reviews worldwide,
carried out by a staff of resident inspectors and reviewers and traveling teams. In addition, [name
omitted], independent certified public accountants, is engaged to examine our financial statements.
Total expenditures for both internal and external audit programs approximate $30 million.
••••

SEPARATE AUDIT COMMITTEE REPORT
DETAILED LIST OF AUDIT COMMITTEE FUNCTIONS
CELANESE CORPORATION
Management Responsibility for Financial Statements
••••

The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors reviews the activities of both the internal auditors
and the independent public accountants to satisfy itself that both are properly discharging their
responsibilities. A more complete report on the Audit Committee follows.
Audit Committee of the Board
The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors, formed in 1971, has five members, all of whom
are outside directors.
The Committee meets periodically during the year with the Corporation’s independent accoun-
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tants, the internal auditors and with members of management. Following these meetings, the Com
mittee meets privately with the auditors to ensure a free and open discussion of any subject the
Committee or the auditors wishes to pursue.
The functions of the Committee include:
• Recommend appointment of the independent certified public accountants to the Board of Direc
tors and Stockholders.
• Review scope of the annual audit.
• Review reports of independent accountants’ limited reviews of interim financial statements.
• Review, at the completion of the annual examination, the consolidated financial statements of
the Corporation and recommend for approval by the Board of Directors.
• Review independent public accountants’ letter on internal control and accounting procedures
for U.S. operations.
• Review reports on follow-up of independent accountants’ letters on internal control and ac
counting procedures for non-U. S. operations.
• Review operations of the Corporation’s internal audit staff.
• Review and approve audit fees.
• Review Chairman’s and Chief Executive Officer’s expenses and aggregate of all officers’ ex
penses.
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Report of Management
••••

The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors, composed solely of Directors from outside the
Company, meets with the independent public accountants, management and internal auditors periodi
cally to review the work of each and ensure that each is properly discharging its responsibilities. (See
Audit Committee report on page 25.) The independent public accountants have free access to this
Committee, without management present, to discuss the results of their audit work and their opinions
on the adequacy of internal financial controls and the quality of financial reporting.
••••

Audit Committee: Independent Assessments of Audits of GE
The Audit Committee, which includes only Directors from outside the Company, maintains an
ongoing appraisal of the effectiveness of audits and the independence of the public accountants. It
recommends, for approval by the full Board and the share owners, the appointment of the independent
public accountants. It also reviews accounting principles and internal accounting controls, and the
Annual Report and proxy materials.
In February, May and September, 1978, the Committee met with partners of [name omitted]. At
the February meeting, we reviewed the firm’s audit for 1977, and inquired into the degree of coopera
tion received from General Electric in carrying out the audit. In May, we reviewed the organization
and makeup of the firm’s audit team assigned to GE, its plan for conducting the 1978 audit, and other
services to be provided.
At our May and September meetings, we also met with the manager of GE’s corporate audit staff
to review the organization and scope of the Company’s own internal audits.
On the basis of these reviews, we were able to report with confidence to the full Board that the
resources allocated to the audit function both by the independent auditors and by General Electric
itself are adequate to provide the assurances required by the Board.
We conducted a number of other reviews, including a meeting with the Senior Vice PresidentFinance and the Senior Vice President-General Counsel and Secretary to examine the results of
reviews and audits covering the compliance of employees with key GE policies.

NUMBER OF MEETINGS AND MEMBERS
CUMMINS ENGINE COMPANY INC.
Audit Committee of the Board of Directors
The Board of Directors, through the activities of its Audit Committee, participates in the process
of reporting financial information. The committee meets regularly with management, internal au
ditors and representatives of the company’s independent public accountants. The independent public
accountants and the internal auditors have free access to the committee and the Board of Directors. In
1978, the committee met four times and reviewed the scope, timing and fees for the annual indepen
dent audit and the results of audit examinations performed by the independent public accountants and
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the internal auditors. Recommendations to improve the system of accounting and controls as well as
management’s follow-up reports were also reviewed by the committee.
Members of the Audit Committee in 1978 were Messrs. Henry L. Hillman, chairman, Paul L.
Miller, Donald S. Perkins and William W. Scranton. No member of the Audit Committee is or has
been an employee of the company. The Audit Committee reports the results of its findings to the full
Board of Directors.
THE MAY DEPARTMENT STORES COMPANY
Audit Committee of the Board of Directors
The Board of Directors, through the activities of its Audit Commitee, participates in the process
of reporting financial information. The Committee meets regularly with management, the internal
auditors and representatives of the Company's independent public accountants. In 1978, the Commit
tee met three times and reviewed the scope, timing and fees for the annual audit and the results of
audit examinations completed by the internal auditors and independent public accountants, including
the recommendations to improve internal controls and the follow-up reports prepared by manage
ment. Representatives of the independent public accountants and the internal auditors both have free
access to the Committee and the Board of Directors and attend each meeting of the Committee.
The members of the Audit Committee in 1978 were Messrs. Richard R. Shinn, chairman; J.S.
Webb; and Murray L. Weidenbaum. No member of the Audit Committee is or has been an employee of
the Company.
The Audit Committee reports the results of its activities to the full Board of Directors.

SPECIFIC PROBLEM HANDLED
BEEHIVE INTERNATIONAL
Audit Committee Letter
The consolidated financial statements presented on the following pages have been prepared by
management in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. The manner of presentation
and the reliability of the financial information are the responsibility of management. To ensure the
reliability of financial information, the Company instituted an internal audit program that became
effective during the second quarter of the 1978 fiscal year.
The Board of Directors, through the activities of its Audit Committee, participates in the process
of reporting financial information. The Committee meets regularly with management, the internal
auditor and representatives of the Company’s independent public accountants. The independent ac
countants and the internal auditor have free access to the Committee, to meet with and without
management being present, to discuss accounting and financial reporting matters.
As a result of the significant inventory write-down and other adjustments that were necessary in
fiscal 1978, and in accordance with good accounting practice, it was necessary to make substantial
changes in internal controls and systems to prevent a recurrence of those adjustments. To this end,
management has developed a system of internal controls during fiscal 1978 to provide reasonable
assurance that accounting records are reliable for preparing financial statements. The implementation
of internal controls has been enhanced by the installation of a totally new computer system for
accountability and management reporting. The Audit Committee will conduct periodic reviews of
those controls and make recommendations for improvements when they are deemed necessary.

SYSTEMS IMPROVEMENTS
SCOTT & FETZER
Report of the Board of Directors’ Audit Committee
••••
Currently, the company is working to develop and expand the computerized management infor
mation systems—particularly inventory accountability and more sophisticated cost systems.
••••
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ADEQUATE DISCLOSURE OF UNCERTAINTIES
ANCHOR HOCKING CORPORATION
Statement of Management Responsibility
••••

Management believes that the company’s position in regard to litigation, claims, assessments and
contingencies is appropriately accounted for or disclosed in the financial statements. In this connection
all such matters are reviewed with our senior management and, where appropriate, with legal coun
sel.
••••

CODE OF CONDUCT
THE DEXTER CORPORATION
Responsibilities for the Annual Report and Financial Statements
••••

Dexter has a clearly stated business ethics policy which requires employees to maintain high
standards in their conduct of company affairs.
• • • •

The last paragraph of Dexter’s business ethics policy reads as follows: “A company with a good
reputation is not only a good supplier, customer, and citizen but a good employer. Dexter has enjoyed
a reputation based on integrity for over two centuries. We are all the guardians of that reputation, and
that responsibility requires vigilance.”
E.I. DU PONT DE NEMOURS & COMPANY
Responsibilities for Financial Reporting
• • • •

The cornerstone of the system is a business ethics policy which requires employees to maintain
the highest ethical standards in their conduct of Company affairs. The system is also based on a policy
that the accounting documents supporting all payments shall clearly describe the true nature of such
payments, and that all such payments shall be properly reported and classified in the books of account.
The system is monitored by an extensive program of internal audit.
••••
GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Report of Management
• • • •

Your management has long recognized its responsibility for conducting the Company’s affairs in a
manner which is responsive to the ever-increasing complexity of society. This responsibility is re
flected in key Company policy statements regarding, among other things, potentially conflicting
outside business interests of Company employees, proper conduct of domestic and international busi
ness activities, and compliance with antitrust laws. Educational, communication and review programs
are designed to ensure that these policies are clearly understood and that there is awareness that
deviation from them will not be tolerated.
HERCULES INCORPORATED
Management’s Report
••••

In addition, the company’s business ethics policy requires employes to maintain the highest level
of ethical standards in the conduct of the company’s business, and their compliance is regularly
monitored.
••••
INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION
Report of Management
• • • •

To assure the effective administration of internal control, we carefully select and train our
employees, develop and disseminate written policies and procedures, provide appropriate communica
tion channels, and foster an environment conducive to the effective functioning of controls. We
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continue to believe that it is essential for the company to conduct its business affairs in accordance
with the highest ethical standards, as set forth in the IBM Business Conduct Guidelines. These
guidelines, translated into numerous languages, are distributed to employees throughout the world,
and reemphasized through internal programs to assure that they are understood and followed.
••••
INTERNATIONAL PAPER COMPANY
Report of Management

••••
An essential part of IP's internal control system is the Company’s Policy on Ethical Business
Conduct which requires employees to maintain the highest ethical and legal standards in their conduct
of Company affairs.
••••

VULCAN MATERIALS COMPANY
Responsibilities for Financial Reporting and Internal Control
••••
The integrity of the company’s financial statements and reports rests ultimately on the integrity
and competency of its managers and employees. To this end, the company seeks to employ and
promote only those individuals who can achieve results without the violation of high standards of
integrity and ethical conduct. The following excerpt from Vulcan’s policy on business conduct under
scores this objective:
“While results are important, the manner and method of achieving those results are equally
important. A manager who achieves results at the cost of violation of laws or through unscrupulous
dealings will not be tolerated. The company expects candor from managers at all levels and com
pliance with its accounting rules and controls.”
••••

CONSISTENCY EXCEPTION
CELANESE CORPORATION
Management Responsibility for Financial Statements
The management of Celanese has prepared and is responsible for the consolidated financial
statements of Celanese Corporation. These statements have been presented in accordance with gen
erally accepted accounting principles applied on a consistent basis, except for certain changes in
accounting principles explained on page 46.
••••

COORDINATION OF INDEPENDENT AND INTERNAL AUDITOR
GENERAL PORTLAND INC.
Management’s Responsibility for Financial Reporting
••••
The internal audit department coordinates its audit activities with the company’s independent
auditors to maximize audit effectiveness.
••••
THE SPERRY AND HUTCHINSON COMPANY
Management’s Responsibilities for the Financial Statements
••••
The internal auditors coordinate audit coverage with the outside auditors to maximize their
effectiveness.
• • • •
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S PROCEDURES DETAILED
CRUM AND FORSTER
Management’s Report to the Stockholders of Crum and Forster
• • • •

The financial statements have been examined by [name omitted], Certified Public Accountants.
The accountants’ report expresses an informed judgment as to whether the financial statements,
considered in their entirety, present fairly the Company’s financial position and results of operations
in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. Their procedures include obtaining an
understanding of the Company’s systems and procedures and performing tests and other procedures
as they deem necessary to provide reasonable assurance, giving due consideration to materiality, that
the financial statements contain neither misleading nor erroneous data. While the auditors make tests
of Company procedures, it is neither practical nor necessary for them to examine all of the Company’s
transactions.
• • • •

REXNORD, INC.
Management Statement on Responsibility for Financial Statements
• • • •

The independent auditors are responsible for expressing their opinion as to whether the financial
statements present fairly the financial position, operating results and changes in financial position of
the company. In this process, they evaluate our internal accounting control systems to establish the
audit scope, review selected transactions and carry out other audit procedures.
• • • •

OTHER AUDITORS
AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
Report of Management
••••
These financial statements have been examined by [name omitted], Certified Public Accountants.
Other auditors referred to in their report are [name omitted], auditors of Western Electric Company,
Incorporated and Southwestern Bell Telephone Company, and [name omitted], auditors of Illinois Bell
Telephone Company.
••••

REQUIREMENTS OF ACCOUNTING
PROFESSION/GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS
DAN RIVER INC.
Management Report

••••
Some material in the Notes to the Consolidated Financial Statements beginning on page 18 is
complex and, in the opinion of management, unnecessary to an understanding of the company. Such
material is included only because it is mandatory, primarily due to government regulations and, to a
lesser extent, the requirements of the public accounting profession.
••••

KEMPER CORPORATION
Management’s Responsibility for Financial Reporting
• • • •

The insurance subsidiaries are subject to state regulation. As such, their accounting records also
are designed to conform with state regulatory reporting requirements.
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REQUIREMENTS OF THE SEC
BANKAMERICA CORPORATION
Management’s Commentary on Financial Statements
••••

The financial accounting process, which encompasses data collection and report preparation, is
governed by United States generally accepted accounting principles, and the requirements of the
Securities and Exchange Commission and banking regulatory agencies.
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APPENDIX

Conclusions and
Recommendations of the
Special Advisory Committee
on Reports by Management
Foreword
The AICPA Special Advisory Committee on Reports by Management was
formed by the AICPA Board of Directors to consider the recommendations
of the Commission on Auditors’ Responsibilities (Cohen commission) con
cerning reports by management and to develop the suggested content of
such a report. The committee recognizes that there is at present no re
quirement for a report by management. The committee’s recommen
dations do not establish such a requirement, nor do they establish a new
standard for auditors performing examinations of financial statements in
accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. The committee
believes, however, that its advice will be useful to those managements that
wish to include a report by management with their financial statements.
The report by management recommended by the committee does not
represent a change either in management’s responsibilities regarding the
financial statements or in the relationship of the independent auditor with
the company. Rather, it represents management’s affirmation of its exist
ing responsibilities.
AICPA Special Advisory Committee on
Reports by Management
Leonard M. S avoie , Chairman (Clark Equipment Company)
M arilyn V. Brown, (M. V. Brown & Associates, Inc.)
W. W arren Brown (American Telephone & Telegraph Co.)
J onathan A. C layton (Manufacturers Hanover Trust Co.)
B ernard R. D oyle (General Electric Co.)
Joseph H insey (White & Case)
H arry K. M ansfield (Ropes & Gray)
D onald L. S cantlebury (U.S. General Accounting Office)
G eorge H. Sorter (New York University)
R obert D. T horne (United States Gypsum Co.)
M erle S. W ick (New York Stock Exchange—retired)

D.R. C armichael, Vice President—Auditing
M eryl L. R eed, Manager—Auditing Standards
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Summary
The committee recommends that companies that disseminate annual re
ports include a report by management on the financial statements. The
objective of the management report is to inform financial statement users
of management’s responsibility for those statements, the various means
by which it is fulfilled, and the roles of others with respect to those
statements.
The management report should state that management is responsible
for all the information, whether audited or unaudited, in the annual report
and for the consistency of information dealing with the same subject mat
ter appearing in various sections of the annual report.
Also, management should indicate that its responsibility for the finan
cial statements includes making judgments and estimates and selecting
accounting principles that are in accordance with generally accepted ac
counting principles appropriate in the circumstances.
The report should include a representation on internal accounting
control. Because of cost-benefit considerations as well as the inherent
limitations of the effectiveness of internal accounting control, manage
ment’s representation should be phrased in terms of reasonable, rather
than absolute, assurance that the objectives of internal accounting control
are met.
The composition and duties of the audit committee should be de
scribed or a cross-reference should be made to a separate section of the
annual report or to a separate report of the audit committee where the
description may be found.
The management report should describe the role of the independent
auditor to render an independent opinion on the financial statements. If
there has been a change in auditors, management should indicate
whether the decision to change was recommended or approved by the
audit committee.
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The Purpose of the Management Report
The AICPA Special Advisory Committee on Reports by Management (the
committee) was established to consider the types of representations and
assurances that should be included in a report on financial statements by
management.1 The committee was formed in response to the Commission
on Auditors’ Responsibilities (Cohen commission) recommendation relat
ing to improved communication of management’s responsibilities for fi
nancial statements.
The Cohen commission believed that many users of financial
statements may not understand the separate responsibilities of indepen
dent auditors and corporate managements regarding audited financial
statements. It believed that some users erroneously assume that financial
statements are the representations of auditors rather than of manage
ment. It stated that, “ At present, management is not required to report on
the financial statements, although it is responsible for the representations
in them. It is incongruous that the party responsible for the representations
does not have to acknowledge its responsibility and that the only report on
the statements may be the auditor’s.” 2
The Cohen commission concluded that understanding could be im
proved if management would include in the corporate annual report to
shareholders a statement of its responsibility for the financial statements
and related matters.
The committee believes that management’s responsibility for the fi
nancial statements is clearly established (see Appendix A). It therefore
concurs with the Cohen commission’s conclusion and recommends that
annual reports include a report by management.3
The committee recognizes that there is at present no requirement for
a management report. These recommendations do not establish such a
requirement either for managements or for auditors examining financial
statements in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards.
Rather, the recommendations are for the guidance of those managements
that wish to develop a management report. For convenience, the frame of
reference for the recommendations is that of a publicly held corporation

1. Unless the context indicates otherwise, the term “management” as used throughout this
report refers to the personnel and organization concerned with the corporation’s day-to-day
business and affairs and does not refer to the board of directors.
2. Commission on Auditors’ Responsibilities, Report, Conclusions and Recommendations
(New York: AICPA, 1978), p. 76.
3. While the committee concurs with the Cohen commission’s basic conclusion, it does not
agree with all of the commission’s recommendations for matters to be discussed in the
management report. For a brief discussion of the specific recommendations with which the
committee does not agree, see Appendix B.
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having a class of equity securities registered pursuant to section 12 of the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the 1934 act). Further, it is assumed that
the board of directors of the corporation being considered has an audit
committee (although it is recognized that many publicly held corporations
do not have audit committees, and that issue is not intended to be ad
dressed in this report). However, closely held corporations, nonpublic cor
porations, nonprofit organizations, or other entities might adapt these rec
ommendations to their specific circumstances and develop a management
report if they so desire. For example, a nonpublic company may routinely
distribute financial statements to its suppliers of credit or other third-party
users and, thus, may wish to prepare a management report.
The objective of the management report is to inform financial state
ment users of management's responsibility for those statements, the vari
ous means by which that responsibility is fulfilled, and the roles of others
with respect to those statements. Accordingly, the management report
should include information and representations on (1) the financial state
ments, (2) internal accounting control, (3) the audit committee, and (4) the
independent auditor.
Management may wish to discuss additional topics related to the
financial statements that it believes appropriate; however, the manage
ment report should be reasonably concise and should not duplicate disclo
sures appearing elsewhere in the annual report. Management should use
care to avoid making representations that imply a level of disclosure or
assurance greater than appropriate under the circumstances. The commit
tee does not recommend a standard form for the management report.
Appendix C, however, presents several examples recently published in
annual reports that represent the results of experience and experimenta
tion. These examples are provided, without endorsement of form or con
tent by the committee, solely to illustrate the recommendations and to give
management general guidance for the development of its own ex
pressions of the recommended representations.
The management report should appear in close proximity to the finan
cial section of the annual report but should not be included in the notes to
the financial statements. The management report is broader than a report
on financial statements; its subjects include other important aspects of
management’s financial reporting responsibility. Thus, its inclusion in a
note to the financial statements would be inappropriate.

Management’s Responsibility
for the Financial Statements
The management report should state that management is responsible for
the financial statements and all the other information, whether audited or
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unaudited, in the annual report. Management should also note its respon
sibility to determine that information presented in one section of the annual
report is consistent with information dealing with the same or substantially
similar subject matter presented elsewhere in the annual report.
Management’s responsibility includes the selection of accounting
principles that are in accordance with generally accepted accounting prin
ciples appropriate in the circumstances.4
In the rare instances when the independent auditor’s report is qual
ified because of a departure from generally accepted accounting princi
ples, management should discuss the qualification or make a crossreference to a discussion in the financial statements, president’s letter, or
elsewhere in the annual report.
The process of preparing financial statements requires management
to make informed judgments and estimates because the complexity and
uncertainty of economic activity usually do not permit exact measurement
of the effects of incomplete transactions. Some of the numerous situations
that involve judgments and estimates include the collectibility of accounts
receivable, the realization value of inventory items, the amount of pension
plan liabilities, and the useful lives of depreciable assets. The manage
ment report should indicate that management makes those types of judg
ments. If examples are given of items in the financial statements that
require judgments and estimates, care should be taken to avoid the impli
cation that the list is all-inclusive.
In the event that unintentional misstatements or omissions in the fi
nancial statements should result in liability for damage to users, such
liability normally falls upon the company as the issuer of the financial
statements. The committee believes that the acknowledgment by man
agement of its responsibility for the financial statements, as recommended
by this report, does not alter existing patterns of legal accountability and
liability.

Internal Accounting Control
Internal accounting control plays an important role in ensuring the reliabil
ity of the financial statements, and management depends on it to help fulfill

4. See paragraph 138 of Accounting Principles Board Statement no. 4, Basic Concepts and
Accounting Principles Underlying Financial Statements of Business Enterprises, for a defini
tion of generally accepted accounting principles. Paragraph 35 of that statement also dis
cusses the importance of emphasizing in financial accounting the economic substance of
transactions. Paragraphs 5 and 12 of Accounting Principles Board Opinion no. 22, Disclosure
of Accounting Policies, discuss the judgment required concerning the appropriateness of
acceptable alternative principles in specific circumstances.
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its responsibilities for those statements. Thus, management’s representa
tion with respect to the company’s internal accounting control is an appro
priate subject for a report by management.
The basis for management’s representation is its ongoing evaluation
of the design and functioning of the system of internal accounting control.
Management’s evaluation is influenced by the size and type of business,
the materiality of assets at risk, the degree of centralization of financial and
operating management, internal accounting control weaknesses that have
come to management’s attention (including material weaknesses recog
nized and reported by auditors), unusual or unexplained variations in the
financial statements, and cost-benefit considerations.
In developing its representation, management may wish to refer to
criteria recommended for consideration by the AICPA Special Advisory
Committee on Interna! Accounting Control.5 The criteria are intended to
provide a bridge between the broad objectives of internal accounting con
trol and specific control procedures and a framework to assist manage
ment in deciding whether the objectives have been met.
Because of cost-benefit considerations as well as the inherent lim
itations of the effectiveness of internal accounting control, management’s
representation on internal accounting control should be phrased in terms
of reasonable rather than absolute assurance that the objectives of inter
nal accounting control are met. The cost of controls should not exceed the
benefits expected to be derived. The benefits to be considered are reduc
tion of the risk of occurrence of, or failure to detect, errors and ir
regularities. Neither the cost nor the risk evaluation is likely to be precisely
quantifiable.
Another reason why management seeks only reasonable assurance
is that there are limitations inherent in most internal accounting control
procedures. For example, management’s judgment is required in making
estimates and preparing financial statements. Although there may be con
trols over the decision and estimation process, the controls cannot ensure
that the judgments will be without bias or that all relevant factors will be
considered.
In addition, the performance of control procedures is subject to the
risk of unintentional errors arising from misunderstanding of instructions,
employee carelessness, or other personal factors. Control procedures de
pendent on segregation of duties or authorization for effectiveness may be
circumvented by collusion or management override.
In terms of the reliability of the financial statements, the internal ac
counting controls should provide reasonable assurance that errors or ir-

5. See the Report of the Special Advisory Committee on Internal Accounting Control (New
York: AICPA, 1979).
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regularities that could be material to such statements are prevented or
would be detected within a timely period by employees in the normal
course of performing their assigned functions. The committee recognizes
that the Securities and Exchange Commission has under consideration
rule proposals that would require publicly held corporations to represent
compliance with the internal accounting control provision contained in sec
tion 13(b)(2)(B) of the 1934 act. If such compliance report is required to be
made in the annual report, the management report may be the appropriate
place. As noted above, however, the primary objective of the management
report is to inform users of the various means, such as internal accounting
control, by which management’s responsibility for the financial statements
is fulfilled.
Other Control Considerations
Internal control is broader than internal accounting control. Internal control
also includes controls to promote operational efficiency and encourage
adherence to managerial operating policies. At present, these controls are
not as clearly defined as are internal accounting controls. While its rec
ommendation is limited to internal accounting control, the committee rec
ognizes that some managements may wish to discuss additional aspects
of internal control that they consider relevant to their operations.
Some managements may believe it desirable to mention the com
pany’s policies concerning the business conduct of corporate personnel
and procedures designed to foster compliance with those policies. The
establishment of such policies and the effective communication and im
plementation of them is considered by many to be an important element of
corporate accountability.
Many companies have an internal audit function that serves as a
high-level organizational control and is a key element in evaluating internal
controls (including internal accounting controls) and determining that they
are functioning effectively. Some managements may wish to discuss the
roles of their internal auditors in performing an independent appraisal
function and providing assurance that the objectives of internal accounting
control are being achieved.

The Audit Committee
The management report should include a description of the role of the
audit committee or a cross-reference to a separate section of the annual
report or to a separate audit committee report where the description may
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be found. At present, only companies having securities listed on the New
York Stock Exchange are required to have an audit committee. In the
absence of an audit committee, the board of directors may perform the
duties typically delegated to audit committees. The management of those
companies should describe that board involvement.
The objective of the discussion is to explain the review and oversight
role of the audit committee in evaluating management’s performance of its
financial reporting responsibility. The composition of the audit committee
should be discussed, including comment about whether the members are
nonmanagement directors. The duties assigned to the audit committee by
the board should also be described. These duties usually include audit
committee meetings with management, internal auditors, and independent
auditors to discuss internal accounting control, auditing, and financial re
porting matters. The report could also mention the auditor’s degree of
access to the audit committee and the extent of the audit committee’s
responsibility for, or involvement in, engaging the independent auditors.
The committee recognizes that, as a result of recent amendments of
the SEC proxy rules (Release 34-15384), publicly held corporations are
required to describe in annual meeting proxy statements the functions
performed by the audit committee. Notwithstanding that separate disclo
sure, the committee believes that the description in the management re
port of the audit committee’s role is important to informing users of the
various means by which management meets its responsibility for the fi
nancial statements.

Role of the Independent Auditor
The objective of management’s discussion of its relationship with the in
dependent auditor is to clarify the role of the independent auditor. That
role, which is to render an independent professional opinion on the finan
cial statements, does not in any way limit management’s responsibility for
the financial statements and all the other information, whether audited or
unaudited, in the annual report.
Typically, the relationship of independent auditors with the company
is a continuing one. When there has been a change in auditors, the man
agement report should indicate whether the decision to change was rec
ommended or approved by the audit committee or the board of directors.
While there are several possible reasons for a change in auditors,
only a disagreement on an accounting, auditing, or reporting matter is
relevant to the objective of the discussion of the independent auditor in the
management report. Management should either discuss such a change or
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should offer to furnish upon request a copy of the Form 8-K covering the
change filed with the SEC.6

Other Matters
In developing the content and language of its report, management may
wish to consult with legal counsel, the company’s independent auditors, or
other appropriate experts.
The recommendations contained in this report are not intended to be
all-inclusive, and, as the examples in Appendix C show, management may
wish to discuss other matters related to the financial statements that it
believes appropriate.
Whatever the scope of disclosures and representations, all communi
cations in the management report should be made in a clear and objective
manner.

6. In the Current Report on Form 8-K, the company is required to (a) describe any dis
agreements with the former auditor during the two-year period before the change concerning
accounting principles or practices, financial statement disclosure, or auditing scope or proce
dure that, if not satisfactorily resolved, would have been referred to in the auditor’s report, and
(b) include a letter from the former auditor stating either concurrence with the company’s
description or the reasons why he does not concur. The company’s description must include
all such disagreements, whether or not they were resolved to the former auditor’s satisfac
tion.
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APPENDIX A

Management’s Financial Reporting
Responsibility
Management is responsible for providing financial information that is useful for
making economic decisions and for evaluating management’s effectiveness in
fulfilling its stewardship and related managerial responsibilities. Thus, in addition to
providing financial information, management is responsible for adopting sound
accounting policies, for establishing and maintaining an effective accounting sys
tem, for the safeguarding of assets, and for other internal accounting controls.
The transactions and events that should be reflected in the records and in the
financial statements are matters within the direct knowledge and control of man
agement. Thus, management, and not the auditor, should take responsibility for
the representations about the entity’s financial status and performance and for
seeing that financial status and performance are reported properly. Management
may obtain advice about the form or content of the financial statements from the
independent auditor. The independent auditor may aid in drafting them, in whole or
in part, based on management’s financial records. However, the financial state
ments are management’s representations. The independent auditor is responsible
for the examination of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards and for the resulting opinion on those statements.
This division of responsibility has long been recognized by regulatory and
legislative bodies as well as the accounting profession. In 1939 the AICPA Com
mittee on Auditing Procedure stated that
“It should be borne in mind that the financial statements, with all supplemental descrip
tive and explanatory data, including footnotes, are regarded as representations of the
client. It is upon all these representations that the independent certified public accoun
tant renders his opinion.”1

The SEC stated in 1947 that “The fundamental and primary responsibility for the
accuracy of information . . . disseminated among the investors rests upon man
agement. Management does not discharge its obligations in this respect by the
employment of independent public accountants.. . . ”2
The report by management recommended by the committee does not repre
sent a change in management’s responsibilities regarding the financial statements
or in the relationship between management and the independent auditor. Rather, it
represents management’s affirmation of its existing responsibilities.

1. Statement on Auditing Procedure no. 1, Extensions o f A uditing P ro c e d u re (New York: AICPA, 1939),
p. 10.
2. “In the Matter o f Interstate Hosiery Mills, Inc.” (quoted in SEC Accounting Series Release no. 62,
1947).
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APPENDIX B

Cohen Commission
Recommendations Not Endorsed
Although the committee agrees with the Cohen commission’s conclusion on the
desirability of a management report, it does not agree with several of the commis
sion’s specific recommendations.

Material Uncertainties
and Legal Counsel Consultation
The committee does not believe that a report by management should (a) confirm
that all material uncertainties have been appropriately accounted for or disclosed
or (b ) indicate that legal counsel has been consulted regarding the accounting for
or disclosure of legal matters in the financial statements, and that counsel concurs
with management’s presentation.
Implicit in management’s representation of its responsibility for the financial
statements and their conformity with generally accepted accounting principles is
the understanding that the financial statements and related notes adequately ac
count for and disclose all necessary matters, including uncertainties and legal
matters. In appropriate instances, the notes to the financial statements may in
clude management’s specific representation on a particular legal suit, unasserted
claim, or other uncertainty. It is unnecessary for the report by management to
repeat such representations.
The committee also believes that the representation in the report by manage
ment should reflect management’s own beliefs rather than those of other parties
and that therefore it would be inappropriate for management to make a representa
tion about the concurrence of legal counsel or, for that matter, any other advisor
(for example, actuaries, or geologists) with whom management may consult in
preparing the financial statements.

Non-Audit Services
The committee does not agree with the Cohen commission's recommendation that
the management report should describe non-audit services, such as tax advice
and actuarial services, received from the independent auditors and the fees paid
for those services. To the extent that users of financial statements may be able to
assess the impact, if any, of these services on the auditor’s independence, the
information is available to interested parties in the annual meeting proxy
statements of publicly held corporations, pursuant to recent amendments of the
SEC proxy rules (Release 34-15384). The committee does not believe it necessary
or desirable to repeat the information in the management report.
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Material Weaknesses
The Cohen commission recommended that the management report describe the
company’s response to material weaknesses in internal accounting control com
municated by its independent auditors. The committee does not believe that it is
necessary to refer specifically to this matter. Management’s receipt of and re
sponse to this type of communication is but one of the several factors that man
agement evaluates in deciding on its representation concerning internal account
ing control. Implicit in the representation is management’s belief that it has appro
priately considered and disposed of the matters that the auditors identified. The
existence of an uncorrected material weakness identified by the independent au
ditor (or, for that matter, anyone else) would require focused attention by manage
ment in determining the form of representation to be made on internal accounting
controls.

Preparation of the Financial Statements and
Signature on the Management Report
The Cohen Commission’s illustration of a management report includes a statement
about whether management or the independent auditors prepared the financial
statements, and it is signed by a representative of management. The committee
believes that these are issues of form rather than substance. The important repre
sentation in the management report concerns management’s responsibility for the
financial statements. In the committee’s view, that responsibility is not altered by
the involvement of others in the preparation of the financial statements. Neither
does the committee believe communication in the management report is improved,
or management’s responsibility is validated, by including the name of one repre
sentative of management. For these reasons, the committee takes no position on
these issues and notes only that, as the examples in Appendix C show, manage
ments have different preferences and their practices vary.
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APPENDIX C

Sample Management Reports
This appendix includes examples of management reports that appeared in 1978
annual reports. They were prepared before the committee’s final report was issued
and, in several cases, do not reflect all of the committee’s recommendations.
These reports are presented to illustrate that the basic matters that are included by
most managements can be communicated in a variety of ways, and also that there
are a variety of matters that managements consider appropriate for inclusion. Also,
the committee notes with approval that the management reports of some com
panies that also included such a communication in their 1977 annual report show
continued development of details and language.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
Report of Management
The Financial Statements on the following pages, which consolidate the
accounts of American Telephone and Telegraph Company and its sub
sidaries, have been prepared in conformity with generally accepted account
ing principles applicable to rate-regulated public utilities. Such accounting
principles are consistent in all material respects with accounting prescribed
by the Federal Communications Commission for telephone companies ex
cept as to revenue refunds, investments, and a California rate and tax matter
as discussed in Notes to Financial Statements.
The integrity and objectivity of data in these financial statements, includ
ing estimates and judgments relating to matters not concluded by year end,
are the responsibility of management as is all other information included in
the Annual Report unless indicated otherwise. To this end, management
maintains a highly developed system of internal controls and supports an
extensive program of internal audits to give it reasonable assurance at rea
sonable cost that the Company’s assets are protected and that transactions
and events are recorded properly. The Company also seeks to assure this
objectivity and integrity by careful selection of its managers, by organization
arrangements that provide an appropriate division of responsibility and by
communications programs aimed at assuring that its policies, standards and
managerial authorities are understood throughout the organization.
These financial statements have been examined by Coopers & Ly
brand, Certified Public Accountants. Other auditors referred to in their report
are Arthur Young & Company, auditors of Western Electric Company, Incor
porated and Southwestern Bell Telephone Company, and Arthur Andersen
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& Co., auditors of Illinois Bell Telephone Company. The auditors’ report,
which appears on this page, expresses an informed judgment as to whether
management’s financial statements, considered in their entirety, present
fairly in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles the Com
pany’s financial condition and operating results. This judgment is based on
procedures described in the first paragraph of their report, which include
studying and evaluating the Company’s systems, procedures and internal
controls, and performing tests and other auditing procedures sufficient to
provide reasonable assurance that the financial statements neither are ma
terially misleading nor contain material errors. While the auditors make ex
tensive tests of Company procedures and controls, it is neither practicable
nor necessary for them to scrutinize a large portion of the Company’s trans
actions.
The Board of Directors pursues its responsibility for reported financial
information through its Audit Committee, composed of Directors (see inside
back cover) who are not employees. The Audit Committee meets periodi
cally with management, the internal auditors and the independent auditors to
assure that they are carrying out their responsibilities and to discuss audit
ing, internal control and financial reporting matters. Both the internal auditors
and the independent auditors periodically meet alone with the Audit Commit
tee and have free access to the Audit Committee at any time.
R. N. Flint, Vice President and Comptroller
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Clark Equipment Company
Report by Management
The preceding financial statements of Clark Equipment Company and all
information in the annual report are the responsibility of management. The
statements have been prepared in conformity with generally accepted ac
counting principles appropriate in the circumstances and thus include
amounts based on estimates by management.
Management depends upon the Company’s system of internal controls
in meeting its responsibilities for reliable financial statements. This system is
designed to provide reasonable assurance that assets are safeguarded and
that transactions are properly recorded and executed in accordance with
management’s authorization. Judgments are required to assess and bal
ance the relative cost and expected benefits of these controls.
The financial statements have been audited by our independent ac
countants, Price Waterhouse & Co. Their role is to render an independent
professional opinion on management’s financial statements to the extent
required by generally accepted auditing standards. In addition to the use of
independent accountants, the Company maintains a highly trained profes
sional staff of internal auditors, who coordinate audit coverage with the inde
pendent accountants and conduct operational and special audits.
The Board of Directors elects an Audit Committee from among its mem
bers, none of whom are or have been employees of the Company. The Audit
Committee is responsible to the Board for reviewing the accounting and
auditing procedures and financial practices of the Company and for recom
mending appointment of the independent accountants. The Audit Committee
meets periodically with management, internal auditors, and independent ac
countants to review the work of each and satisfy itself that they are properly
discharging their responsibilities. Both the independent accountants and the
internal auditors have free access to the Committee, without the presence of
management, to discuss their opinions on the adequacy of internal controls
and to review the quality of financial reporting.
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Dun & Bradstreet Companies, Inc.
Statement of Management Responsibility
for Financial Statements
To the Shareowners of Dun & Bradstreet Companies, Inc.:
Management has prepared and is responsible for the consolidated financial
statements and related information which appear on pages 22 to 37. The
financial statements, which include amounts based on judgments of man
agement, have been prepared in conformity with generally accepted ac
counting principles consistently applied. Other financial information in the
Annual Report is consistent with that in the financial statements.
Management believes that the Company’s internal control systems pro
vide reasonable assurance at reasonable cost that assets are safeguarded
against loss from unauthorized use or disposition, and that the financial
records are reliable for preparing financial statements and maintaining ac
countability for assets. These systems are augmented by written policies, an
organizational structure providing division of responsibilities, careful selec
tion and training of qualified financial people, and a program of internal
audits.
Coopers & Lybrand, independent certified public accountants, have ex
amined our consolidated financial statements as described in their report,
which appears on the following page. Their examination includes a study
and evaluation of the Company’s accounting systems, procedures and inter
nal controls, and tests and other auditing procedures sufficient to provide
reasonable assurance that the financial statements neither are materially
misleading nor contain material errors.
The Board of Directors, through its Audit Committee consisting solely of
outside directors of the Company, is responsible for reviewing and monitor
ing the Company’s financial reporting and accounting practices. Coopers &
Lybrand and the internal auditors both have full and free access to the Audit
Committee, and meet with it regularly, with and without the presence of
management.
David L. Thomas
Senior Vice President
Finance
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Cobe Laboratories, Inc.
Management’s Responsibility for Financial Statements
The consolidated financial statements presented in this report are the re
sponsibility of management and have been prepared to conform with gener
ally accepted accounting principles consistently applied. Statement amounts
include estimates resulting from management’s analysis and evaluation
based upon current knowledge.
The responsibility of our independent auditors, Arthur Andersen & Co.,
is limited to an expressed opinion on the fairness of the financial statements.
The auditor’s evaluation procedures include a review of systems and control
procedures and testing deemed necessary to give reasonable assurance
that our financial statements are not materially misleading or inaccurate.
Other information included in this report is Cobe’s responsibility and is be
lieved to be consistent with the financial representations.
To ensure that assets are safeguarded from loss due to unauthorized
use or disposition, and that accounting information is reliable, we maintain a
system of accounting and corporate policies, procedures and internal con
trols. Managers are carefully selected and trained; and high standards are
maintained in accounting and administration and in formal policies and pro
cedures. To reflect changing business conditions and reporting require
ments, we continually modify and improve our policies, procedures and con
trols. We believe our system provides reasonable assurance that assets are
safeguarded and that financial information is reliable.
Our Board of Directors discharges its responsibilities for adequate inter
nal controls and accurate financial information with the assistance of an
Audit Committee composed of non-management Board members. The
Committee meets with the Company’s independent auditors to evaluate
management’s performance in maintaining adequate accounting procedures
and reporting processes as well as other matters. The independent auditors
have access to the Audit Committee and they meet (with and without man
agement being present) to discuss the results of their examinations, and to
express opinions on internal controls and financial reporting.
The Company has also developed and is presently implementing
“Guidelines for Good Management Practices and Business Conduct.’’ All
employees are expected to understand and comply with these guidelines
and to conduct Cobe’s business throughout the world accordingly. We be
lieve these guidelines will help assure that operations are conducted in
compliance with laws and regulations and at the highest moral and ethical
standards in all parts of the world.
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Eaton Corporation
Report of Management
We have prepared the accompanying consolidated financial statements and
related information included herein for the years ended December 31, 1978
and 1977. The opinions of the Company’s independent auditors on those
financial statements are included. The primary responsibility for the integrity
of the financial information included in this annual report rests with manage
ment. Such information was prepared in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles appropriate in the circumstances, based on our best
estimates and judgements and giving due consideration to materiality.
Eaton maintains internal accounting control systems which are ade
quate to provide reasonable assurance that assets are safeguarded from
loss or unauthorized use and which produce records adequate for prepara
tion of financial information. There are limits inherent in all systems of inter
nal accounting control based on the recognition that the cost of such system
should not exceed the benefits to be derived. We believe the Company’s
system provides this appropriate balance.
The system and controls and compliance therewith are reviewed by an
extensive program of internal audits and by our independent auditors. Their
activities are coordinated to obtain maximum audit coverage with a minimum
of duplicate effort and cost. The independent auditors receive copies of all
reports issued by the internal auditors at the same time they are released to
management and have access to all internal audit work papers.
In an attempt to assure objectivity and remove bias, the financial data
contained in this report is subject to review by the Audit Committee of the
Board of Directors. The Audit Committee is composed of outside directors
who meet regularly with management, internal auditors and independent
auditors to review the audit scope, timing and fee arrangements.
The Company maintains high standards when selecting, training and
developing personnel, to insure the management’s objectives of maintaining
strong, effective internal controls and unbiased, uniform reporting standards
are attained. We believe our policies and procedures provide reasonable
assurance that operations are conducted in conformity with law and with our
Company commitment to a high standard of business conduct.
Frank C. Roberts
Vice President—Accounting
Ronald L. Leach
Vice President and Controller
February 5, 1979
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General Electric Company
Report of Management
To the Share Owners of General Electric Company:
We have prepared the accompanying statement of financial position of Gen
eral Electric Company and consolidated affiliates as of December 31, 1978
and 1977, and the related statements of earnings, changes in financial posi
tion and changes in share owners’ equity for the years then ended, including
the notes and industry and geographic segment information. The statements
have been prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting prin
ciples appropriate in the circumstances, and include amounts that are based
on our best estimates and judgments. Financial information elsewhere in this
Annual Report is consistent with that in the financial statements.
Your Company maintains a strong system of internal financial controls
and procedures, supported by a corporate staff of traveling auditors and
supplemented by resident auditors located around the world. This system is
designed to provide reasonable assurance, at appropriate cost, that assets
are safeguarded and that transactions are executed in accordance with
management’s authorization and recorded and reported properly. The sys
tem is time-tested, innovative and responsive to change. Perhaps the most
important safeguard in this system for share owners is the fact that the
Company has long emphasized the selection, training and development of
professional financial managers to implement and oversee the proper appli
cation of its internal controls and the reporting of management’s stewardship
of corporate assets and maintenance of accounts in conformity with gener
ally accepted accounting principles.
The independent public accountants provide an objective, independent
review as to management’s discharge of its responsibilities insofar as they
relate to the fairness of reported operating results and financial condition.
They obtain and maintain an understanding of GE’s accounting and financial
controls, and conduct such tests and related procedures as they deem
necessary to arrive at an opinion on the fairness of financial statements.
The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors, composed solely of
Directors from outside the Company, meets with the independent public
accountants, management and internal auditors periodically to review the
work of each and ensure that each is properly discharging its responsibilities.
(See Audit Committee report on page 25.) The independent public accoun
tants have free access to this Committee, without management present, to
discuss the results of their audit work and their opinions on the adequacy of
internal financial controls and the quality of financial reporting.
Your management has long recognized its responsibility for conducting
the Company’s affairs in a manner which is responsive to the everincreasing complexity of society. This responsibility is reflected in key Com
pany policy statements regarding, among other things, potentially conflicting
outside business interests of Company employees, proper conduct of
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domestic and international business activities, and compliance with antitrust
laws. Educational, communication and review programs are designed to
ensure that these policies are clearly understood and that there is aware
ness that deviation from them will not be tolerated.
Reginald H. Jones
Chairman of the Board
and Chief Executive Officer
A.O. Way
Senior Vice President, Finance
February 16, 1979
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H. J. Heinz Co.
Responsibility for Financial Statements
The company has prepared the accompanying consolidated financial
statements and related information included herein for the years ended May
3 , 1978 and April 2 7 , 1977. The opinion of Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., the
company’s independent certified public accountants, on those financial
statements is included. Management has the primary responsibility for the
integrity of the financial information included in this annual report and to
ascertain that the financial information accurately reflects the financial posi
tion of the company and its operating results. Such information was prepared
in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles appropriate in
the circumstances, based on best estimates and judgments and giving due
consideration to materiality.
The internal control system maintained by the company is designed to
provide reasonable assurance that assets are safeguarded from loss or
unauthorized use and to produce records adequate for preparation of finan
cial information. There are limits inherent in all systems of internal control
based on the recognition that the cost of such systems should not exceed
the benefits to be derived. The company believes its system provides this
appropriate balance.
The internal control system is augmented by a corporate internal audit
staff that has direct access to the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors
and meets periodically with that committee. The company’s Audit Committee
is composed entirely of outside directors. The members of the Audit Commit
tee are identified in the listing of Officers and Directors elsewhere in this
annual report. The Audit Committee meets periodically with the company’s
independent public accountants, management and the internal auditors to
review the work of each and to satisfy itself that each is properly discharging
its responsibilities. The independent certified public accountants have free
access to this committee to discuss the results of their audit work and their
opinions on the adequacy of internal financial controls and the quality of
financial reporting.
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Interlake, Inc.
Management’s Responsibility for Financial Reporting
Corporate accounting and reporting has been dramatically influenced in re
cent years by prescribed policies and practices from both private and gov
ernmental agencies. These pronouncements have resolved many debated
issues, but also have created new problems, as with the accounting stand
ard for translation of foreign currency financial statements and transactions.
Overall, the benefits of such activities have outweighed any shortcomings
and have produced an increased awareness and demand for quality and
integrity in financial reporting from businessmen, investors, and the general
public. In full consideration of this prevailing environment, we have prepared
this Financial Review, including the financial s tatements of Interlake, Inc.
and its consolidated subsidiaries at December 31, 1978 and related notes
and management’s discussion of summary of operations.
The financial statements were prepared by management in conformity
with generally accepted accounting principles'applied on a basis consistent
with that of the prior year. The manner of presentation and integrity of the
financial information are the responsibility of management. Some of the
amounts included in the financial statements are estimates based on cur
rently available information and management’s best judgment of current
conditions and circumstances. All of the financial information presented in
the Annual Report is consistent with that in the financial statements.
Interlake’s policy is to have a comprehensive system of internal account
ing controls and organizational arrangements which provide for delegation of
authority and appropriate divisions of responsibility to ensure the integrity of
its financial reporting. The resultant system of internal accounting controls is
intended to provide reasonable assurance as to the reliability of the financial
records and the protection of assets against loss from unauthorized use or
disposition. However, there are inherent limitations that should be acknowl
edged in evaluating the potential effectiveness of any system of internal
accounting control. The concept of reasonable assurance is based on the
recognition that the cost of a system of internal control should not exceed the
benefits derived; the evaluation of those factors requires estimates and
judgments by management. Management believes that Interlake’s system of
internal control provides such reasonable assurance.
Management is continually modifying and improving its system of ac
counting and controls in response to changes in business conditions and
operations and comprehends in those revisions the comments and recom-
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mendations made by the independent accountants and the internal audit
staff.
The financial statements have been examined by Interlake’s indepen
dent accountants, Price Waterhouse & Co., who have given their unqualified
opinion on the financial statements as found on page 32 of the Annual
Report. Their examination was conducted in accordance with generally ac
cepted auditing standards and was supplemented by the work of the internal
auditors who have participated in these examinations. The internal auditors
and the independent accountants meet at least twice each year with the
Audit Review Committee of the Board of Directors to review the scope and
timing of their audits and their findings. The Audit Review Committee con
sists of three outside directors who are charged with the responsibility to
review, appraise, and report to the Board on accounting and reporting prac
tices, the internal control system, and the audit effort by both the indepen
dent accountants and the internal auditors. The independent accountants
have private and confidential access to the Audit Review Committee through
its Chairman at any time they desire or request it.
In addition, Interlake has prepared and distributed to its employees
statements of its policies for conducting business affairs in a lawful and
ethical manner. We have developed and instituted specific internal controls
and internal audit procedures to provide assurance that these policies are
not violated.
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Kollmorgen Corporation
Report of Management
The management of Kollmorgen Corporation is responsible for the prepara
tion and integrity of the consolidated financial statements and for other finan
cial information appearing in the annual report. The financial statements
have been prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting
principles and therefore include amounts that are based on informed judg
ments and management’s best estimates.
In meeting its responsibility for the integrity of the financial statements,
management depends on sound systems of accounting and internal control.
These systems are designed to provide reasonable assurance that the
books and records reflect transactions in accordance with management’s
authorization. The management environment in which these controls oper
ate emphasizes the selection and training of competent personnel, appropri
ate delegation of authority, a communication system that develops account
ability and other control techniques.
Main Lafrentz & Co., independent public accountants, are engaged to
examine and express an opinion on our financial statements.
This opinion, which appears below, is based on an examination of our
consolidated financial statements in accordance with generally accepted
auditing standards. These standards provide for a review of the internal
control systems and tests of a limited number of transactions.
The Board of Directors has appointed an Audit Committee, composed
solely of independent directors, which meets regularly with representatives of
management and Main Lafrentz & Co. to assure that each is properly dis
charging its responsibilities. The independent public accountants also meet
with the Audit Committee without management representatives present to
discuss any matters relating to their examination or to financial reporting.
Robert L. Swiggett
Chief Executive Officer
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Allan M. Doyle, Jr.
Chief Financial Officer

Manufacturers Hanover Corporation
Management Report on Financial Statements
The following financial statements and related notes of Manufacturers
Hanover Corporation and Subsidiaries (the Corporation) and Manufacturers
Hanover Trust Company were prepared by Management which has the
primary responsibility for the integrity of the financial information. The
statements have been prepared in conformity with generally accepted ac
counting principles appropriate in the circumstances and include amounts
that are based on Management’s best estimates and judgments. Financial
information elsewhere in this Annual Report is consistent with that in the
financial statements.
In meeting its responsibility for the accuracy of the financial statements,
Management relies on the company’s comprehensive system of internal
accounting control. This system provides reasonable assurance that assets
are safeguarded and transactions are recorded to permit the preparation of
appropriate financial information. The system of internal controls is charac
terized by an effective control-oriented environment within the Corporation
which is augmented by written policies and procedures, internal audits and
the careful selection and training of qualified personnel.
The functioning of the accounting system and related internal account
ing controls is under the general purview of the Examining Committee of the
Board of Directors which is comprised of five outside directors. The account
ing system and related controls are reviewed by an extensive program of
internal audits and by the Corporation’s independent auditors. The Examin
ing Committee meets regularly with Management, the internal auditors and
the independent public accountants to review the work of each and ensure
that each group is properly discharging its responsibilities. In addition, the
Committee reviews and approves the scope and timing of the internal and
external audits and any findings with respect to the system of internal con
trols. Examinations conducted by New York State and Federal regulatory
agencies are also reviewed by the Committee.
The financial statements in this Annual Report have been examined by
the Corporation’s independent accountants, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
Their examination is conducted in accordance with generally accepted audit
ing standards and includes a review of internal controls and a test of transac
tions to the extent necessary to allow them to report on the fairness of the
operating results and financial condition of the Corporation.
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McGraw-Edison Company
Management’s Responsibility for Financial Statements
The consolidated financial statements have been prepared by management
in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. Management is
responsible for all information and representations contained in the financial
statements and other sections of the annual report. In preparing the financial
statements, management must make estimates based upon currently avail
able information and management’s judgment of current conditions and cir
cumstances. Management uses the services of specialists within and out
side the company in making estimates. The role of the company’s external
auditor is to render an independent opinion on management’s financial
statements.
In meeting its responsibility for the reliability of the financial statements,
management maintains a system of internal accounting control, including an
internal audit program. In designing control procedures, management rec
ognizes that errors or irregularities may nevertheless occur, however, the
system is designed to provide reasonable assurance that assets are
safeguarded against loss from unauthorized use or disposition and that
transactions are executed in accordance with management’s authorization.
The system includes, among other things, the careful selection of people, a
division of responsibilities and the application of formal policies and proce
dures that are consistent with high standards of accounting and administra
tive practices. Management is continually modifying and improving its sys
tem of internal accounting control in response to changes in business condi
tions and operations.
The Board of Directors, through the activities of its Audit Committee,
oversees management’s discharge of its financial reporting responsibilities.
The Committee meets regularly with management, the internal auditors, and
representatives of the company’s independent public accountants. All of
these parties have free and independent access to the Committee and the
Board of Directors. In 1978, the Committee met twice and reviewed the
scope, timing and fees for the annual audit and the results of audit exam
inations completed by the internal and external auditors, including the rec
ommendations to improve internal controls and the follow-up reports pre
pared by management.
The members of the Audit Committee for 1978 are listed elsewhere in
this annual report. No member of the Audit Committee is an employee of the
company. The Audit Committee reports the results of its activities to the full
Board of Directors.
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Owens-Illinois, Inc.
Responsibility for Financial Statements of Owens-Illinois, Inc.
The management of Owens-Illinois is responsible for all information and
representations contained in the financial statements and other sections of
the annual report and believes such information has been prepared in con
formity with generally accepted accounting principles appropriate in the cir
cumstances. In preparing the financial statements, management makes in
formed judgments and estimates of events and transactions that are cur
rently being accounted for.
Owens-Illinois maintains and management relies on a system of internal
controls designed to provide reasonable assurance that assets are
safeguarded and transactions are executed in accordance with manage
ment’s authorization and recorded properly to permit the preparation of fi
nancial statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting prin
ciples. In designing control procedures, management recognizes that errors
or irregularities may nevertheless occur. Also, estimates and judgments are
required to assess and balance the relative cost and expected benefit of the
controls. In order to provide credible, timely information in the most efficient
manner possible, accounting policies, procedures and systems, along with
related internal controls, are being constantly monitored and revised where
necessary to meet changing requirements. Internal controls are further
strengthened by a careful selection, training and development of qualified
managers in financial and other functional areas.
Assisting the management is a staff of trained internal auditors who use
audit programs designed to insure compliance with internal controls and
effectiveness of the financial reporting function at our worldwide locations.
Results and actions relating to internal audits are communicated to appro
priate management and the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors.
The independent public accountants, recommended by the Audit Com
mittee of the Board of Directors and selected by the Board of Directors and
the shareholders at the annual meeting, are engaged to express an opinion
on our financial statements. Their opinion is based on procedures performed
in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards, including tests of
the accounting records and such other auditing procedures as they consid
ered necessary in the circumstances.
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The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors, composed solely of
directors who are not officers or employees of Owens-Illinois, meets with
corporate financial management, the independent auditors and the internal
auditors to review the activity of each and to insure that each is properly
discharging its responsibility. Our public accountants as well as the internal
auditors have access to the Audit Committee without management being
present to discuss the results of their audit work, the adequacy of internal
financial controls, and the quality of financial reporting.
Edwin D. Dodd
Chairman of the Board,
President and Chief
Executive Officer
Jerome A. Bohland
Vice President, Finance
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Safeway Stores, Incorporated
Management’s Responsibility for Financial Statements
The consolidated financial statements of Safeway Stores, Incorporated and
its subsidiaries have been prepared in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles applied on a consistent basis and include amounts that
are based on management’s best estimates and judgments. Management is
responsible for the integrity and objectivity of the data in these statements.
Financial information elsewhere in this Annual Report is consistent with that
in the financial statements.
To fulfill its responsibilities, management has developed and maintained
a strong system of internal accounting controls. There are inherent lim
itations in any control system in that the cost of maintaining a control should
not exceed the benefits to be derived. However, management believes the
controls in use are sufficient to provide reasonable assurance that assets are
safeguarded from loss or unauthorized use and that the financial records are
reliable for preparing the financial statements. The controls are supported by
careful selection and training of qualified personnel, by the appropriate divi
sion of responsibilities, by communication of written policies and procedures
throughout the Company, and by an extensive program of internal audits.
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., independent certified public accountants,
whose report follows the consolidated financial statements, are engaged to
provide an independent opinion regarding the fair presentation in the finan
cial statements of the Company’s financial condition and operating results.
They obtain an understanding of the Company’s systems and procedures
and perform tests of transactions and other procedures sufficient to provide
them reasonable assurance that the financial statements are neither mis
leading nor contain material errors.
The Board of Directors, through its Audit Committee composed of out
side Directors, is responsible for assuring that management fulfills its re
sponsibilities in the preparation of the financial statements. The Board, on
the recommendation of the Audit Committee and in accordance with Stock
holder approval, selects and engages the independent public accountants.
The Audit Committee meets with the independent accountants to review the
scope of the annual audit and any recommendations they have for im
provements in the Company’s internal accounting controls. To assure inde
pendence, the independent accountants have free access to the Audit
Committee and may confer with them without management representatives
present.
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United States Gypsum Company
Responsibility for Financial Statements
The Auditors’ Report shown below states their opinion as to the reasonable
ness and consistency of the Company's financial statements viewed in the
light of conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. However, it
is management’s responsibility to see that such financial statements fairly
reflect the financial position of the Company and its operating results. In
order to meet this responsibility, management maintains formal policies and
procedures that are consistent with high standards of accounting and admin
istrative practices which are regularly communicated to all levels of the or
ganization. In addition, management maintains a comprehensive program of
internal auditing within the Company to examine and evaluate the adequacy
and effectiveness of established internal controls as related to Company
policies, procedures and objectives.
The Board of Directors reviews the Company’s internal controls, audit
ing and financial reporting through its Audit Committee, which consists of
four members of the Board who are not officers or employees of the Com
pany. The Audit Committee engages the independent auditors, subject to
ratification by the stockholders at the annual meeting. The Committee meets
periodically with management and the independent auditors, both separately
and together, to review and discuss the auditors’ findings and other financial
and accounting matters. The independent auditors have free access to the
Audit Committee.
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Xerox Corporation
Report of Management
The accompanying consolidated financial statements including the notes
thereto of Xerox Corporation and subsidiaries as of December 31, 1978 and
1977 and for the years then ended have been prepared by management,
which is responsible for their integrity and objectivity. The statements have
been prepared in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles
appropriate in the circumstances, and necessarily include some amounts
that are based on management’s best judgments. The financial information
contained elsewhere in this Annual Report is consistent with that in the
financial statements.
Xerox maintains a system of internal accounting controls designed to
provide reasonable assurance that assets are safeguarded against loss or
unauthorized use and that the financial records are adequate and can be
relied upon to produce financial statements in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles. The concept of reasonable assurance is
based on the recognition that the cost of a system of internal control must not
exceed the related benefits. There are written internal accounting and
operating control policies and procedures that are communicated to the
Company’s worldwide operating units. Adherence to these policies and pro
cedures is constantly being evaluated by an extensive coordinated audit
effort of our internal audit staff and independent certified public accountants.
Xerox’ accompanying consolidated financial statements have been ex
amined by Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co., independent certified public ac
countants, whose examinations were made in accordance with generally
accepted auditing standards and included a review of the system of internal
accounting controls to the extent considered necessary to determine the
audit procedures required to support their opinion on the consolidated finan
cial statements. The report of independent certified public accountants ap
pears on page 44.
The Audit Committee of the Board of Directors, composed solely of
outside directors, meets periodically with the Company’s management inter
nal auditors and independent certified public accountants to review matters
relating to the quality of financial reporting and internal accounting control
and the nature, extent and results of the audit effort. The independent cer
tified public accountants have free access to the Audit Committee.
In a business ethics policy that is communicated to employees annually,
Xerox has established its intent to maintain the highest standards of ethical
conduct in all its business activities. Ongoing review programs are carried
out to ensure compliance with this policy.
C. Peter McColough
Chairman and
Chief Executive Officer

Melvin Howard
Senior Vice President, Finance
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